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CHAPTER3 Brazil: Otherness 
in Context 

Mariza Peirano 

For a long time anthropology was defined by the exoticism of its object of smdy and 
by the distance, conceived as cultural and geographical, that separated the researcher 
from his or her group. This siruation has changed. Even (and perhaps rnostly) in the 
socially Legitimare centers of anthropological producrion, the ideal of an encounter 
with some sort of radical alterity is no longer considered an essential dimension ofthe 
anthropological perspective. Anthropology is not aOOut an object, it is about difference. 

Of course, this viewpoint has been present in the international scene since the 
l960s, but it would not surface easily in the minds of anthropologists. Despire 
the fact that anthropology's inrerest had shifted from far away (the Trobrianders, the 
Azande, Kwakiutl, Bororo) to less exotic places (the Mediterranean countries, fur 
example), and then to settings and groups dose by, when it really did reach "'home" 
in the l980s, in some quaners it rurned itself to an array of studies- cultural studies, 
science studies, feminist studies and so on (cf. Peirano 1998). 

ln Brazilian anthropology, as in Latin American more generally, difference carne to 
retê:r to a pluraliry of notions which can be either historical or simultaneous. ln Brazil, 
though exoticism has never been an issue in itsdf, some d.imension of alterity has been 
and continues to be a basic trait of anthropology. Briefly, a notion of othemess involv
ing ind.igenous peoples and their contact with the regional population dominated the 
scene up until the 1960s; in the following decades, these srudies coexisted with 
''softer" alterities in which anthropologists turned their attention to the peasantry and 
then to urban contexts, until, more recently, during the l980s, their concerns began 
to indude social scientists' intellecrual careers and production. Otherness has thus 
shi:fted from a concept of distant to minimal alterities, many anthropologists having 
developed interests in several kinds over the course of their academíc career. The 
result has been a steady incorporation of new topics and an enlargement of the disci
pline's research universe. Today, ali these modes of conceiving alterity (indigenous 
peoples, urban population, peasantry, social sdentists themselves) Live together in 
a pluralistic way. 

' ' . 
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Southe.tst .A.si.1, .wd Afn..:~t). Second, so...:iolo,g:Jsts han:': been tlw m~ün mterlocmors tiH 
.mrbrn~,o\o~nsts - ;Hld not <trdueolug,Jst.s, phvsiol .mthrnpolugisrs or hnguists. lf 
nci~hborin~ di.'lt:iplines (~1~ modds or rÍV<Jis) must always be ~.:onsidered in order to 
ti.Ku:-. :1 specitic hcld nfkml\\ ledge, thcn permanent dio1logue with sociolu~y .md polir
t-.-.11 scicno;.;t: h;1.~ prc:v.ülnL ln Brazil, .mtlm>po\ogy is one ufthc soó~1l s..:ienccs. Third, 
indi~enous P'-'opks- the presumed prototype of <t radic,\l <tlterity- werc rcsean.:hed 
\\'Íthnl the boundaries ofthe n.uional territorv. This situ;uion ren::•1ls kss a probkm of 
tln.mú1l n..:sour..:cs - ~1\though this nt.:(.;Üs to bc ...:onsidercd - dun thc choice of an 
objcct of study whi..:h indudes, or IS n-.ixcd with .• 1 cotKcrn on~r ditTi:rcnces. A last 
~1oint tn nu:ntion is thc dommanr intluenn: of ~l hcnc.:h/DurkheHlli~ln pnspecrive 
1 twcr a t~crm.m onc, túr in:o.t;l!Kt: ). in which diftCrt:nt w~1ys of con..:~..:iving sodety stand 
:-.Kk by :o.1l-\c, thus playing; down ~ltly srrin i ntt:rests m pt:cuh~lritic::. o r si ngula1i rics. ( Thc.: 
ohil.nation whi...:h L~vi-Str~mss produccd in Brazil in thc l960s m,1~·' bc cxpbincd by 
thi~ sttuJtion.) 

Gi\·cn this gener.\1 contcxt, this ..:h.tptc..:r ..:cntt:r!> on (but is nor rcstrictcd to) thc last 
threc tu ti:Jur dccades, \\ hl·n anthropology gaincd kgitimacy- .111d hc(\1111L' .1 prcstigious 
tidd of solial inquirv in Brazil. Bccausc it emngcd as ~1 kind of ri h to .socinlogy - ~' 

tónininc ,lgcn(y, tór thar nuttcr- it ,t\so lllherited sociology's b.1sK tcnsion, th~1t of 
...:ombining: thcorcticll c..:xce\l.::ncc: with social ..:ommitmcnr. Ali thi .... lu'> to do Wlth thc 
tnstiturionalization of rhe so..:ial s..:iences ha..:k in the l930s, an Enlighrcnment projcct 
to hdp Úlrge .t poliri...:.1l dite to govern thc nxmtry .tnd cn..:atc ~\ "n.nion.tl" ideal. Sincc 
tht:n, this externa! di~üoguc -.,\"irh stKiology h;L<; becn intcrn.tlizc-d in the dis~.:ipline as a 
did10tol11\' berwccn indigcnous cthnology "'madc in lkwil'' and .mthropological 
r.-scarch about Rraúl. Tuday ,,.c m<lY say that an ;mthropolog;y m.tdc mj.Ü)(mt Brazil 
i:-. .1 gl'ncral go.ü. 
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ExonctsM ANo IDEAL Tvrr:s: THE CASE OF BRAZIL 

~rom rh~ pcrspen1vc.: of thc.: ,J,\S.'>I( (OIKCrn .1bour t;lboo~, cxotÍCISill j.., ~1 dist~1nt .1nd 
\TlllOtl' altciity \\'htch .11'>0 mdudcs cl ~urt ofbs..:inarion. In othcr \\Ords, r~1th~r th<.tn 
d...:lim_..mng a t(}l-biddcn rnritory, 1t oll:-. fór s..:rutltly. But ~1\t.-rit~' ,t!-< dif)ámcr or ,1s 
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exoticism diverge: while exoticism always implies some sort of difference~ not every 
difference is exotic. This is basic Durkheim. ln the first case~ politicai dimensions are 
intrinsic to its very existence. In the latter, politics are beyond, tàr away or in any case 
separare. One more aspecr is that the emphasis on difference is inherently compara
tive, whereas the emphasis on exoticism does not require contrasts. 

Since exoticism was the sociogenetic trair of anthropology, I will take it as the 
relevant element in relation to which examples can be measured. The aim is to 
focus on how it was acculturated in Brazil by means of a shift in emphasis toward 
difference. I identify four ideal types, in the Webedan sense: ( 1) radical alterity, 
(2) contact with alterity, ( 3) nearby alterity, and ( 4) minimum alterity. These types 
are not murually exclusive and, as mentioned, throughout their academic careers 
anthropologists move back and forth among and within rhem. ln chronological 
terms, a certain sequence can be noted: the research project of radical alrerity pre
ceded the study of contact of regional with indigenous populations. ln turn, this 
interest was followed by research carried out at home, especially in urban contexts. 
Today sodological production itself has become an anthropological problem. 
ln rhe past decade~ the rrend to transpose national boundaries (but in a differenr 
mode from orthodox anthropologists) has been not only accepted but praised. 
I will look closer at these cases but, for editorial reasons, I will transform long 
and productive academic careers into a single reference, and sometimes not even 
that. I apologize to my colleagucs in advance. (For a more inclusive listing, see 
Peirano 1999.) 

Radical alterity 
The search for a rigorous sorr of alterity can be illustrated in Brazil by rwo forms of 
geographieal and ideological distancing. First, in the classic study ofindigenous popu· 
lations; second, in the more recent project of going beyond rhe country's own territo· 
rial limits. ln neither case, however, compared to a central or "intemational 
anthropology" (as per Gerholm and Hannerz 1982), is alterity extreme (though it 
may be argued that indigenous peoples represented the "available exoticism," and 
that studying abrood is what anthropologists should do). 

Ler me begin by looking at the study of indigenous peoples. Today apprentices in 
the field can detect some dichotomíes: Tupi or Jê; social organization or cosmology; 
Amazonia and Central Brazil or Xingu; history or ethnography; political economy or 
descriptive cosmology (Viveiros de Castro 1995 ). As with any dichotomy, the empiri· 
cal options are far grcater. But in this context, research on the Tupi, having practically 
disappeared from ethnology in Brazil during the 1960s (see Laraia 1964, 1986), has 
made a rerurn in the past two dccades (Viveiros de Castro 1992, 1998; Fausto 2001; 
among others). Ar the same time, research on indigenous peoples h as provoked a sys
tematic interest ín kinship systems: though a classic area of anthropology, in Brazil's 
local scene it was considered a novelry (Viveiros de Castro 1995; Villaça 1992; 
Gonçalves 1993; Teixeira Pinto 1997). 

Before the 1980s, the Jê was the most studied group in Brazil. Following rhe dassic 
works ofNimuendaju (for example, 1946 ), the Jê caught the atrention ofLévi·Strauss 
(for instance, 1952) and, shortly thereafter, of the Harvard-Central Brazil Project 
(Maybury-Lewis 1967, 1979). ln a short time, the results ofrhis ambitious research 
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project became the main support tOr structuralisr Ph.D. dissertations. This tield 
c.:xpericnce was (.:Cntral for a whole generation of Brazilian anthropologists (tür 
c:xample, DaMatta 1976; Melatti 1970). ln the tOUowing decades, research on rhe }ê 
continued, although rhe question ofhegemony over the Tupi research was no longer 
an issue: see, tO r example, Vida! ( 1977), Carm:iro de Cunha ( 1978), Set:ger ( 1981 ), 
Lopes da Silva ( 1986 ), among others. (for the ethnology uf Xingu muskology see 
Seeger 1987, followcd by Menezes Bastos 1999.} 

This brief overview indicares that research has been consistently carried out in 
Brazilian tcrrimry. The speoallsrs, however, do not considcr they are srudying 
'"Brazílian Indians"; tür them thc relevant fuct is that these indigenous groups are st"tu
Med in Brazil as a rnatter of chance. There are, however, politicai and ideological 
implications deriving from thís location - amhropologists are often called to partici
pare in rhc demarcation of lndian lands., tOr instance. Bm even ifthe rnain motivation 
tàr rescarch is not exoticism but rather the (social, cultural, cosmological) differencc 
bet\veen social groups, this hne of research best corresponds to rhe traditlonal con
~crns of anthropo\ogy. 1t tüllows that ir is within this area of study that debates with 
rhe '"internatiunaJ>' community are most frequent ( see the debate bctween Brazilian 
and Frene h ethnologists in Viveiros de Castro 1993 and Copet-Rougier and Héritier
Augé 1993; see Viveiros de Castro 2003). The question thus n:mains: is our ditkr
ence others' exoticism? 

One more word in retrospect. Since ir is considered the classic field of anthropol
ogy, specialists have access to a large body ofliterature on Sourh American ethnology. 
It traces back to the German expeditions ofthe 19th ccntury seckíng answers in Brazil 
to European questions about the nature of primitive groups, and continues onward 
to recent generations, such as thc works of Nimuend.ajn about the social organizarion 
ofthe Jê., or rescarch in the 1930s about the Tupl (tür examplc, the monographs by 
Herbert Baldus, Charles Wagley and Eduardo Gaivão, as well as the works by Darcy 
and Berta Ribeiro about thc Urubu-Kaapor, by Florestan Fernandes concerning 
Tupinambá social organization and Tupinambá \Var, and Egon Schaden on the 
Guarani (se e retcrences in ~1.elatti 1984; Peirano 1999). 

Then thcre is a second case of radical alterity. ln this situation, otherness is basically 
geographical but not historically distant. ln tàct, though Brazilian anthropologists are 
increasingly breaking with the common pra~.:tice of cunducting fieldwork within the 
country's borders, an ideological bond to Brazil remains the rui e. This happcns in two 
\vays: first, tOllowing Brazilians a.broad, and second, looking at populations who were 
once colonial subjects of Portugal. 

Let us sce both. The first tendency leads us straight to the United States, which has 
acquired a social value ofparadigmatic altcrity for comparative purposcs (see G. Velho 
1995 fOr retáences ofstudies published from the 1950s to the 1990s; sce also Wade, 
this volume). This practice builds upon the classic study about racial prejudice by 
Oral-y Nogueira ( 1986 ), but <1lso indudes analyses of bierarchy and individualism by 
DaMatta (1973, 1980). Latcr developments are., forexample, L. Cardoso de Oliveira 
( 2002) and Kant de Lima ( 1995a, 1995b ). A second direction leads us to Portugal's 
tOrmer colonies and to the ethnographic interest they inspire. Fry (e.g. 1991, 1999., 
2005) compares colonial experiences in the matter of color and race in Brazil, the 
United Stares, Mozambique ~md Zimbabwe. Trajano Filho (L993, 1998) examines 
the national projects for a Creole society, with referencc to Guiné-Bissau., and in a 
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similar mode, but this time in the Cape Verde Islands, are Dias (2004) and Rego 
(2001). Thomaz (2002) examines the Porruguese "third empire," thus confirming 
the deep-rooted línk to Portugal. Dialogues between Porruguese and Brazilian schol
ars can be found in Bastos, Almeida and Bianco (2002), G. Velho (1999), and 
Etnográfica (2000). Of course, there are exceptions to the rule concerning direct 
links to Brazil, and some authors have developed studies on orher settings such as 
1\rgentina (G. Ribeiro 1991; Neiburg 1997), France (Fonseca 1986; Eckert 2003), 
and Syria (Pinto 2002). 

A new trend may be detected in recent concerns alxmt internacional and suprana
cional affalrs. Among these srudies, Góes Filho (2003) looks at meetings of the 
General Assembly in the United Nations as rituais; Silva (2004) examines the role of 
the United Nations in East Timor state-building processes; Leite Lopes (2004) focuses 
on the proliferation of nuclear plants in small towns in Brazil and the issue of 
environmentalism. 

Contact with alterity 
If radi-cal alterity consisted of studies aboutindigenous groups, studies looking atrela
rions w#h ind.igenous groups are of a different kind, which I call contact with alterity. 
Today, a considerable body of literarure is beholden to ind1genist concerns, long dis
cussed separately from mainstream ethnological monographs in the 1940s. Contact 
itself became a legitimate academic topic during the following decades: after 
D. Ribeiro (1957, 1962) focused in on rhe issue of lndian integration, R. Cardoso 
de Oliveira ( 1978) adopted a perspective from within and crafted the notion of"intereth· 
nic fricrion." 

Imerethnic friêtion is considered a rheoretical innovation by many. It appeared as 
part of a bricolage of indigenist concerns and sociological theory, revealing "a situa
tion in which two groups are dialectically put together through their opposing inter
ests" (R. Cardoso de Oliveira 1963:43 ). Interethnic :friction was proposed in a context 
where the theories of contact, both British (Malinowski) and Ametican (Redfield, 
Linton and Herskovitz), had proven inadequate. The combinati.on of an anthropo· 
logical subject and a sociological inspiration (Fernandes and the French sodologist 
Georges Balandier) resulted in a proposal which became fundamental in the consoü
dation of severa! M.A. and Ph.D. programs. 

ln the 1960s, when the- noti.on of interetlmic fricti.on was proposed, a strucruralist 
oriented project was also being developed in the sarne institutional space (Museu 
Nacional), curiously involving many of the sarne researchers (Laraia and DaMatta 
1967; DaMatta 1976; Melatti 1967). The literature produced from these two projects 
focused, respectively, on interethnic contact from a sociological orientation, and on 
indigenous social systems in a structuralist mode. 

ln the late 1970s research about "contact" received a new impulse. Oliveira Filho 
( see 1998, 1999) expanded interethnic concerns by reshaping them to indude histor
ical dimensions. A group of researchers followed suit and unfolded this thematic 
approach by discussing relations berween indigenists and government policies, the 
demarcation of Indian lands, the role of the military and frontiers, the notion of terri
torialization and the two-way process that derives from it, the examination of"rnixed 
Indians" in the Brazilian northeast and Ind.ian rights. Souza Lima ( 1995) refocu.ses 
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some of these concerns by looking ar research programs on ''indigenism," described 
as a set of ideas related to the insertion ofindigenous peoples into nation-state socie
ties, and Souza Lima and Barroso-HoftOrnan (2002) look ar severa! dimensions 
inherent in the association betv.reen anthropology and the state regarding indigenous 
policies. They discuss the regulation of Indian rights in Brazil, confronting the para
dox that social policies often create and maintain social inequalities despire their dis
course to the contrary. One sensitive nervc touched by the pmbing of these issues is 
the narional myth about an integrated society derivcd from the "mixture of three 
races" and the role of the state as rnediator. 

Parallel to this front, Baines (1991) looks at relations between indigenous groups 
and the Nacional Indian Foundation. For tiJrther studies ofindigenous legislarion and 
the conditiOns of South American Indians, see Carneiro da Cunha ( 1993) and Santos 
(1989). After a canonical rrajectory in ethnology, Alcida Ramos developed an increas
ing concern with indigenism, evaluating Yanomami ethnography in a context of crisis 
and examining the idea rhat indigenisrn ts for Brazil what orientalism is for the "West'' 
(Ramos 1995, 1998). 

Here, I pause just to mention~ without further elaboration, the anthropological 
study of peasants - a híghly relevant field which deserves a study of its own (see 
SeügmaiiD, this volume). I only indicare that during the 1970s the cancero with con
ract incorporated the theme of expanding frontiers. This in turn made topics such as 
internal colonialism, peasants and the development of capitalism legitimare anthropo
logi.cal concerns (0. Velho 1972, 1976). At the sarne time, srudies about peasants 
gained an independent thematic sracus, involving both anthropologists and sociolo
gists (ror the former see Palmeira 1977, Sigaud 1980, Moura 1988, Seyferth 1999, 
and the works of Klaas Wooronann (1990) and Ellen Woortmann (1995), among 
others). To the degree that altcrity shifted its locus from Indian groups to contact with 
Indians, and then to peasants, the path was somehow completed with the inclusion of 
the peripheries ofbig cities (for instance, Leite Lopes 1976). 

Ncarby alterity 
Since the 1970s, anthropologists in Brazil have carried on research in large cities. 
Given that the teaching of anthropology is part of the social sciences curriculum, it is 
comrnon for anthropology to become a counterpoint to sociology. Under the politi
cai authoritarianisrn of the l960s, anthropology was seen by rnany as an alternative to 
(Marxist) challenges coming from sociology, in a more or less silent dialogue that has 
persisted ever since. The attraction to anthropology rested both on its qualitative 
approach and on the promise of answers to understand both the country's diversity 
and its unity. 

ln the case of nearby otherness, the objcct of study has generally been chosen in 
dose association with specific theoretical options. ln Brazil~ theory is not just an 
approach, but a politicai statement. Thus, G. Velho pulled together, by way of abri
colage, the symbolic interactionism from the Chicago school ofsodology, and 1960s 
British social anrhropology (Clyde Mitchell, Raymond Firth, E. Bott) to open up the 
possibility for research on sensitive urban topics. Those induded middle dass üfestyles, 
cultural behaviors of what is called in Brazil "psychism" (psychoanalysis etc.), drug 
consumption, violence, and politics. See fOr example G. Velho (1981, 1994). ln this 
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context~ Velho's pioneering fietdwork in urban anthropology in the early l970s 
focused on a specific overpopulated building in the Rio de Janeiro neighborhood of 
Copacabana (G. Velho 1973). 

Later, this line of research expanded into other areas, including poverty, the 
elderly, gender issues~ prostimrion, kinship and family, music and politics. A central 
goal of this comprehensive project as a whole has been to reveal some urban values 
ofBrazilian society. ln this sense, this research project not only situated phenomena 
in the city, but also sought to analyze, in the path opened by Simmel, conditions of 
sociability in metropolitan areas. The production of this rhematic line is voluminous 
and broad-ranging. (See Peirano 1999 fur references.) For violence in rhe city, the 
extensive work by Zaluar is essential (see Zaluar 1999 for a review artide on violence 
and crime). 

DaMatta (1973, 1980) found in strucruralism a legirirnate rheoretical approach 
with which to begin his research about Carnival. The horizontality this perspective 
con:lerred to different societies allowed him to leap from his 1960s srudy on indige
nous peoples to national society as a whole. Later on, he added Gilberto Freyre (a fonner 
student of Franz Boas) as a predecessor for the examination of a possible national 
ethos. DaMatta (1973) may be considered the rransition point, with a canonical 
strucrurallst analysis placing side by side an Apinajé myrh, a short story by Edgar Allan 
Poe and Carnival as communitas. This tine of research was later expanded in order to 
examine "what makes brazil, Brazil" (DaMatta 1984). 

In this expansion toward urban topics, the relevance of researching at home was 
never seriously questioned. There was a brief discussion about the nature of fieldwork 
in general in the 1970s, but the whole issue was solved by the 1980s. 

... · ln the period that begins in the 1960s, other topics have emerged, some related to 
the social integration of oppressed sectors of the society and, ]ater on, to minorities' 
rights. Despite occasional rivalries between anthropology and sociology regarding 
the study in urban settings, both disciplines have had a long association, which can 
be attested in a 1arge bibliography related to immigration, race relations, feminism 
and gender studies~ messianism, Afro·Brazilian cults, crime, citizenship. To mention 
only a few examples, the review article on religion and Afro· Brazilian cults by 
Montem (1999) offers a basic bibliography (but see also Maggie 1975, 1992; 
Carvalho 1992; O. Velho 1995). Popular festivitieo are the subject of Magnani 
(1984), Chaves (2003), and Cavalcanti (1994), among orhers. The investigation of 
Brazil as a nation-srare is exemplified in DaMatta (1980) and Oliven ( 1992 ). The 
subject of gender is exemplified in Grossi (2003) and Fonseca (2000); crime and citi
zenship in Caldeira (2000). For srudies focused directly on politics from a native's 
perspective, see the more than 30 volumes of the Coleção Antropologia da Política 
(published by Relume Duma~ Rio de Janeiro), which purs together studies on sev· 
eral topics including, for instance, the National March of Land1ess Workers (Chaves 
2000), honor among Congressmen (Teixeira 1998), the presence ofthe state in the 
everyday life of a shantytown (Borges 2004)~ politicai networks, favors and personal 
dependency in governmental spheres (Bezerra 1999), kinsbip, family and rural labor 
unions (ComertOrd 2003), and elections and politicai representation (Palmeira and 
Goldman 1996). Palmeira and Barreira (2005) puts togerher conrributions by the 
project's principal researchers. 
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MiniJnum alterity 
As if to confiem that the social sciences in Brazil have a debt to Durkhelm- for whom 
other forros of civilization should be look.ed at in order to explain what is near to us
since the 1980s anthropologists have launched a series of studies about themselves 
and their craft. For the most part, these srudies aim at understanding sdence as a 
manifestation of modernity. Topics vary from the srudy of historical contexts tOr sei· 
ence and biographies of social scientists (mosdy in Brazil) to inquiries about classical 
sodological authors. Some examples are studies examining the development of 
anthropology in museums and universities (Castro Faria 1993); the historiography 
ofthe discipline in the country (Corrêa 2003); intellecrual biographies (such as one of 
Uvy- Bruhl, see Goldman 1994) and memories (Peixoto, Pontes and Schwarcz 2004 ); 
compara tive projects concerning the social sciences in Brazil ( Miceli 1999); the social 
sciences in São Paulo (Pontes 1998); comparisons between inrellecrual careers (such 
as Gilberto Freyre and Roger Bastide in Peixoto 2000; Gilberto Freyre and Sérgio 
Buarque de Holanda in Castro Santos 2003; Mario de Andrade in Brazil and Béla 
Bartok. in Hungary in Travassos 1997); investigations on scientists and the race ques· 
tion in Brazil (Schwarcz 1996, 1999; Maio 1996); a bibliographical guide to the 
srudy ofBrazilianists (Peixoto and Schwarcz 2002). The interest that Brazilian schol· 
ars generally manifest in educacional issues is discussed in Bomeny (2001), and a 
comprehensive bibliography of anthropology in Brazil until the l980s appears in 
Melatti (1984). 

A broad-based research project deaüng with ditierent national styles of anthropol· 
ogy was inaugurated in R. Cardoso de Oliveira and Ruben (1995). Conceived as an 
inquiry into ••peripheral" anthropologies~ it is inspired by the work of philosopher G. 
Gaston Grangcr. Before that~ in the late l970s, I started a research project with the 
intention of analyzing the discipline from an anthropological perspective. Challenged 
by Dumont's proposal, in whkh he submits that anthropology is defined by a hierar
chy of values in which universalism encompasses holism, I examined anthropology in 
Brazil, with France and Germany as conttol cases (Peirano 1981 ). This srudy was fol
lowed by a comparison between Brazil, India~ and the U nited States, resulting in the 
proposal fur an "anthropology in the plural" (Peirano 1992). The analysis ofthe rela
tionship benveen social science and the narional ideology was refined by Vilhena 
(1997), who examines the role ofregional intellecruals in the 1950s and 1960s, and 
the struggle by folklorists to survive in an environment in which sociology was becom· 
ing hegemonic. A new project on the relationship between anthropological perspec· 
tives and state·building processes is presented in L'Esroile, Neiburg and Sigaud 
(2002 ). Psychoanalysis has also proved to be a fertile field of study for anthropology 
in Brazil. A dialogue within this field has developed into a solid research program; see 
Duarte (1986, 1996, 2000). 

ln sum: the studies in which alterity is tOund among social scientists generally focus 
on the Brazilian case, often with a comparative perspective in mind, but also on topics 
related to broad Western intellectual traditions. Since most of the publications are in 
Portuguese, the audience is limited. This scenario is enlarging with pubücations in 
English, but overall these are stiU a tiny minority. An important question thus arises 
concerning the audience for these studies. To what extent does it make sense to 
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undertake comprehensive and exhaustive investigations ifthey have no immediate over· 
seas audience? Or, put in another way, why enter into a dialogue with ilie sources of 
scholarship if the desired debates do not occur dueto the very language of enunciation? 
It seems that the link with the wider intellectual world- by means ofinquiríes about the 
works of recognized scholars- is sought fur irs illocutionary effect at home, as it is con· 
sidered essentially "theoretical." Accustomed to the exotic gaze of investigators from 
abroad, the idea of"minimum alteriry" thus hides a proposai of"maximum (theoreri· 
cal) alrerity" that remains incomplete at heart, since no feedback is generally available. 

MULTIPLE lNTBRLOCUTORS 

lf the Brazilian example reinforces the idea that categories of alteriry are contextuai 
for anthropologists themselves, it is necessary to turn, by way of comparison, to the 
consecrated traditions in arder to remember that they never were totally radical: Africa 
was relatively home for the British when they transfhred the notion of totality to the 
Tallensi, the Azande and the Ndembu, thus renouncing sociology in favor of a flour· 
ishing anthropology. Up until the mid·l950s the discipline was limited to the metrop
olis, but social recognition of structuralism during the l960s produced an unexpected 
by·product. Ifit is true that human practices are horizontal, it was possible to imagine 
both the emergence of"indigenous anthropologies" along with the endorsement that 
today, in the words of Clifford Geertz, "we are alt natives." 

The center's acceptance seems to have legitimated the many conferences hdd since 
then by, and/ or for, "non~ Westem" specialists, but the matter remained controversial. 
One example is Kuper (1994), who critidzes "'nativist" manifestations ofanthropol
ogy using the case ofGreece. Denying that only natives can have a proper understand· 
ing of their own society, and that natives are the best judges ( even censors) of 
ethnography, this sensible viewpoint is followed by a not so thoughtful proposai for a 
"cosmopolitan anthropology" which would exdude not only curious foreigners, ann
chair voyeurs, but also the native community of spedalists (social scienrists, planners, 
intellectuals in general). Anthropology is a social science allied to sociology and his
tory, and should not be linked to politicai programs- that is the conclusion. 

ln Brazil, the ailiance between anthropology, sociology and history has been com
mon practice, but the sarne does not hold for the exdusion of politicai viewpoints. 
Acrually, in different guises, politicai agendas have always been part of scientific 
projects- in Brazil as elsewhere. ln Brazil, efforts to achieve theoretical excellence rest 
on classicai sociological authors, on criticai dialogues with contemporary specialists 
( foreigners and local), and on the impact of new empirical evidence. ln other words, 
in Brazil theoretical bricolage is the foundation tbr new intellectual lineages, with 
social responsibiliry being pervasive. 

One specific feature, however, is relevant here: foreign interlocutors from the 
metropolis have been social scientists' fashionable preference. They have been chosen 
from several blends of Marxism since the l960s, then Lévi-Strauss's structuralism, 
interpretativism in Clifford Geertz's style, and more recently, Foucault and Derrida's 
postmodernism. For those who take it for granted that the center is where theory is 
(and vice versa), parochialísm is simply avoided by means of the irnrnediacy of the 
empirical data. This may partially explain why there is not much ongoing exchange 
with peers from other Latin America colUltries (Mexico and Argentina are exceptions). 
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Since rhc basic triangular dialogues in Brazil are with local social scientists in general, 
,vi.th native subjects (generally conccived as soüally oppresscd), and with 'Vestem 
traditions of scholarship in the discipline ( where legitimare theory is supposed to 

develop best ), it would be nect:ssary to makc a ne\i\' etlOrt to indude othcr Latin 
American traditions into this configuration. 

MuLTIPLE ALTERITIES 

Thc institmionalization ofthe social sciences as part ofnation-building processes is a 
well-known phenomenon (see Peirano 1981 ), as is the paradox of the exisrence of a 
criticai social science surviving the interests of rhe elite that created it. ln these 
muments, rhe ncw social sciencc is not specialized because the project of nation
building and state tOrmation encompasses severa! academic disciplines. Alteriry ís 
rarely neutral and the inrerested aspects, in a 'Vcberian sense, are ln many cases explicit. 
Anthropology and sociology only break apart in a process which is at once politicai, 
institutional and conceptual. Specializations are ofren nceded when the process of 
nation-state building demands separated areas of investigarion, for instance on the 
conditions tür development (sociology) and cultural diversity (anrhropology). 

During the 1930s in Brazil, the social scienccs were adopted in arder to provide a 
scientific approach to the project of a new nation. It was believed that social sciences 
would substitute for the socioliterary essay which (more than philosophy or human 
sciences) had pertOrmed the rask ofreflecting on social issues. Thus, ti-om the 1930s to 
the l950s, sociology was understood as encompas.'iing ali social sciences. But an emerg· 
ing "'made-in-Brazil sociology," which combined theoretical demands with polirical 
concerns, was to become hegemonic during thc tOllowing decades (Fernandes 1958, 
1963 ). Meanwhile, cthnological studies of indigenous groups reprcsented the canonical 
model fOr anthropology, cven though soon afterwards it adopted topics considered to be 
related to -~ociology. There was a fundamental disparity betwecn sociology and anthro
pology, though: whilc problem-sol'ving projects dorninated sociology, the examination of 
social and/or culrural difl&n::ncc was the concern of anthropology. Ditference, however, 
was to be found inside Brazil's own borders. Nowadays, even when anthropologists do 
venture out ofthe country, the quest for some sorr of''Brazilianness" is unavoidable (as 
attested by the srudies offormer Porrugucse colonies or Brazilian immigrants). 

Social sciences tfom Brazil 'vere never part ofthe circuits dominated by the cenrers 
of intellecrual production. Curiously, though, we still consider ourselves as legitimare 
interlocutors of recognized authors of the Western tradition. lt seems that the isola
tion of the Portuguese language has an affinity with the (local) politicai role reserved 
tOr thc social scientist. This affinity, first of ali, justities alterity's ideal types and stratc
gies, while on the other hand it spotlights a paradox: when we look tOr ditfcrence, we 
often find a supposed singularity (which is ''Brazilian"). Apart from rhis puzzling 
aspcct, however, the complex process of intellecrual and politicai debates has over 
time contributcd positively to the conmlidation of an effectivc academic cornnmnity. 
On that note, I conclude this essay by pointing to three aspects: 

ln terms of exoticism for Brazilian anthropologists it has been ditTcrence, wherhcr 
social or cultural, and not exoticism, that has provided thc focus of attention when 
thcy look for alterity. This characteristic perhaps explains why, as opposcd to the places 
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where exotidsm is threatening to destroy the discipline, or at least displace it, Brazil-
ian anthropologists tend to share an oprimistic perspective. ·· ~·-

ln politicai terms Though the politicai dirnension has always been present wherever 
social sciences develop, in Brazil it has been directed toward a specific type of ideal 
nation-state, in whlch differences should be respected and a {national) singularity 
sought out and revealed. 

ln theoretical terms Conceived as part of the Western world but not speaking an 
internationallanguage, Brazil finds itselfin a suigenerisposition, in which theoreti
cal dimensions assume a criticai role as the noble path to modernity. ln Brazil, the 
politicai implications of social theory lead to a bricolage of specific objects of study 
and theoretical options. ln recent years, the more successful attempts in the social 
sciences have come from the above-mentioned summation of previous and still 
valuable theoretical approaches and the empirical situations at hand. ln this context, 
there is room for a variety of approaches. Roam first of all for pure mimetism, 
produced from a belief that we are all part of a homogeneous world that does not 
exist. This situarion leads to the acritical absorption of current foreign authors as a 
shortcut to the modero world. Second (as a variation on rhe first approach), there is 
room for a trivial practice whereby the data are ours but the theory is imported- the 
interlocution between empirical data and theory is abandoned, and data become 
the mere il1ustration of theory. There is a third, perhaps more rewarding option. 
It rests on the idea that anthropo1ogy (and the social sciences in general) devel
ops better when expanding, redirecting and broadening previous questions, thus 
posing renewed problems and questions. ln this case, anthropology defines itse]f 
as eternally surpassing itself- and in this sense parraking of the Weberian eternal 
youth ideal of the social sciem::es. This project does not deny politicai differences 
among intellectual communities, but resrs on a sociological understanding of them. 
If it is correct to think that "a world culture of the times" develops by constant 
exchanges- out of the "centers'' to rhe ideological peripheries and Pi&e versa- then 
the implicit promise is for theoretical and empirical dialogues surpassing boundaries 
toward "plural universalisms" to take root. ln this context, where one lives - in 
Brazil or elsewhere - is an important bur not the only factor at play. Anthropology 
is one and many: while anrhropology is pracriced in Brazil, rhere is not of necessity 
a "BraziHan anthropology." 
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